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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 Our Vision
FIRST Team 31, The Prime Movers, aspires to foster a community of students who not
only build robots, but also character, selfconfidence, technical skills, and leadership
abilities while preparing for a productive, creative life beyond high school.

1.2 Mission Statement
The Prime Movers create the next generation of leaders and innovators.

1.3 History of FRC Team 31
FRC Team 31, The Prime Movers was founded in 1993 with the help of the University of
Tulsa’s robotics program making them the oldest team in Oklahoma. In 1997 The Prime
mover were given their official number, 31. Up until 2012, the Prime Movers were
partnered with the University of Tulsa, working out of their robotics lab. When the
robotics professor and team mentor, Dr. Kane, retired the team then moved to Jenks
High School. Originally, the Prime Movers worked out of a spare closet in the high
school’s math and science center. This lasted from 2013 until 2015. After much
campaigning by the team, the school repurposed the teacher’s lounge to allow the
Prime Movers to have their own workspace in the math and science building. With a
solid home of their own, The Prime Movers now strive to expand FIRST within their
community in anyway possible.

1.4 Sponsors
Current Sponsors
● Boeing
● Jenks Public Schools
● DoDSTEM
● G.C. Broach
● Oklahoma State Department of Education (OSDE)
● Williams
● A1 Manufacturing
The team appreciates and is extremely thankful to all of their sponsors for their
generous support over the years. The Prime Movers are completely run on donations
from our sponsors. Without them, we could not continue to participate as a team in
FRC.
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Sponsor Acquisition Strategies
It is a necessity for The Prime Movers to gain and diversify sponsors. The team will
implement several tactics to gain more sponsors, including:
● Letter writing
● Grant writing
● Using team contacts
● Contacting list of potential sponsors (
appendix 11.16
)

1.5 Community Impact
Community involvement is a key aspect to not only being a successful FIRST team but
also being a Prime Mover. The Prime Movers have focused on expanding the team’s
volunteering, community outreach, and FIRST expansion initiatives.
Volunteering
The Prime Movers places a strong emphasis on the importance of giving back to our
community.Together, the team volunteered a total of 865 hours during the first semester
of the 2015 school year
● Each Prime Mover is required to volunteer a minimum of 15 hours with projects
within the team each year
● Each member averaged over 40 hour of community service.
● Members are required to volunteer at all FLL events hosted by the Prime Movers
● Members volunteer with many community organizations including the Jenks
community food bank and the Humane Society of Tulsa.
● Our students are encouraged to join school volunteering organizations such as
Key Club as the President is also a Prime Mover
Community Outreach
The Prime Movers have focused on the Jenks community, but have also branched out
into other regions of Tulsa seeking to spread STEM.
To accomplish this The Prime Movers:
● Attended the Tulsa Children’s Museum, and various summer camps throughout
the Tulsa area to teach about robotics
● Attended two the Tulsa Mini Maker Faire and the Barnes and Noble Maker Faire
● Host open houses available to sponsors, parents, and community members
● Attend career shadowing days with our sponsors
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Spreading FIRST
The Prime Movers strive to spread the ideals of FIRST within our community and
beyond. (See 
Section 5.3
for more info)
The Prime Movers:
● Teach the fundamentals of STEM and FIRST to children in 2nd through 8th
grade
● Have started 4 FIRST teams
● Mentor 7 elementary and middle school FIRST Teams
● Host an FLL scrimmage for teams to practice
● Host an FLL regional competition
● Volunteered at FLL state competition

1.6 Student and School Impact
Student Impact
It is a main objective of the Prime Movers to ensure that each student that becomes a
Prime Mover is successful and prepared for the future. The Prime Movers have a set of
policies and rules to ensure academic success of each mover.
● All Prime Movers must remain eligible at all times
● If a Prime Mover is falling behind in a class they must use robotics time to work
on homework
● Older Prime Movers are encouraged to tutor younger students
● All Prime Movers are required to have an updated resume (see 
appendix 12.17
)
● 100% graduation rate for all seniors
● 80% enrollment in college after graduation
● 20% enlistment into military
School Impact
The support of the Jenks Public School system is one of the main ways the team
continues each year.
● Participated in the Hometown Huddle, a Homecoming street parade.
● Built a robot for school pep assemblies.
● Participated in the annual club fair.
2
● School created a new, 600ft
robotics work space for the team.
● Jenks Public Schools paid for the remaining amount for our second
regional.
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1.7 Team Growth
Improving team growth is one of The Prime Movers’ main goals for the next 10 years.
For the Prime Movers to grow it is necessary that they increase both the number of
students and mentors on the team.
Student Growth
● Currently 21 students on the team
● A majority are upperclassmen, which will cause a deficit of team members upon
graduation over the next 2 years
● To overcome this deficit they must have a net growth of 4 people per year
● This will allow us to have 50 students by 2025
● Growth and recruitment plans:
○ Increase FIRST participation in middle school in accordance with our
middle school initiative
○ Participation in more community events
○ Enhanced publicity in the middle school and freshman academy
Mentor Growth
● Currently 7 mentors on the team
● Not all mentors plan to stay indefinitely
● The team plans to recruit 2 mentors per year
● A minimum of 8 mentors are desired for future years
For more information see 
The Prime Movers Sustainability Plan
.

1.8 Major Accomplishments
The Prime Movers have achieved many great accomplishments as a team and within
the community. Listed below are the major accomplishments of the team during 2015
and 2016.
The Prime Movers:
● Acquired new Robotics Room from Jenks High School
● Presented at 3 Summer Camps (2 with Tulsa STEM Alliance)
○ Tech Trek
○ Soaring for Success
○ Church Camp
● Volunteered at Children’s Museum of Tulsa
● Held yearroundmeetings
● Taught technical and safety classes first semester
7
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● Attended 2 Maker Faires
○ Tulsa Mini Maker Faire
○ Barnes & Noble Maker Faire
● Held the first annual Smash Bash fundraiser
● Hosted an FLL Scrimmage
● Hosted an FLL Competition
● Volunteered at Union FLL Regional & State Competition
● Mentored and started FLL & Jr. FLL Teams
○ Moore Elementary (mentored)
○ Grove Elementary (started and mentored)
○ Jenks East Elementary (3 FLL Teams started and mentored, 2 FLL Jr.
teams started and mentored)
○ Mentored both Jenks Middle School teams
○ Jenks East Intermediate FLL team in progress
● Attended the Jenks Community Hometown Huddle
● Presented at a Jenks School Board meeting
● Attended Williams Sponsor Presentation
● Attended End of Year pep rally
● Attended Career Day at Williams
● Attended Jenks High School Club Fair
● 865 Hours volunteered Robotics/ FIRST Hours
● FTC team in progress at JMS
● Attended 2 FRC Regionals

1.9 Future Plans
Community Impact
● Start and mentor FLL teams at Jenks West and Southeast Elementaries
● Continue to mentor our 7 current FLL and FLL jr. teams
● Start an FTC team at Jenks Middle School
● Start 2 other FIRST teams at schools outside our district
● Improve relationships with other FRC teams
Financial
● Gain two level 3 sponsors
● Gain three level 2 sponsors
● Allocate more funds toward our mechanical
● Diversify economic backgrounds of our sponsorship base
● Raise a minimum of $2,000 through team fundraisers
Competition Goals
● Attend 2 regionals every year
8
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● Compete in the finials at each regional The Prime Movers attend
● Win Chairmans at a regional competition

2. TEAM OVERVIEW
2.1History of FIRST
FIRST was founded in 1989 by inventor and entrepreneur 
Dean Kamen
, with inspiration
and assistance from physicist and MIT professor, Woodie Flowers. Kamen was
disappointed with the lack of students who aspired toward science and technology
careers, and decided to take action. As an inventor, Kamen looked for activities that
captured the enthusiasm of students, and decided that combining the excitement of
sports competition with science and technology had potential. He also decided to
implement the ideas of gracious professionalism and coopertition to make sure each
game is fair and fun.The first FRC season was in 1992 and had one event at a high
school 
gymnasium
in New Hampshire. The first competition was relatively smallscale.
Since then, FIRST has blossomed into an international organization that has a
competition for all grade levels involving kids from all over the world.

2.2 FIRST Robotics Competition
FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC) is an international high school robotics competition.
Each year, thousands of high school students and mentors work during a sixweek
period to build gameplaying robots. Robots complete tasks that encourage team
members to cooperate with each other and build friendships with their teams. The game
changes yearly, keeping the excitement fresh and giving each team a more level
playing field. While teams are given a standard set of parts, they are also allowed a
budget and encouraged to buy or make specialized parts. FRC is one of the four
robotics competition programs organized by FIRST. At the core of FIRST are its ideals,
primarily coopertition and gracious professionalism. Both phrases mean to be a helpful
opponent in a competition setting. The purpose of FIRST and FRC is to spread STEM
throughout the leaders of tomorrow.

2.3 Team History
The Prime Movers are the oldest team in Oklahoma.The Prime Movers, FRC Team 31,
was established in 1993 in conjunction with the University of Tulsa’s robotics program.
From 19952002 the Prime Movers attended worlds in Epcot at Disney World. The team
the attended the Lone Star regional until the Oklahoma City regional began in 2008.
9
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Up until 2012 the team was located at TU, however, when the professor who served as
The Prime Mover’s coach retired, the Prime Movers moved to Jenks High School.
Starting last year, Jenks High School has offered The Prime Movers assistance by
providing the team a STEM workshop. Before that they had been working out of a spare
closet. Since our partnership with sTU ended The Prime Movers have been able to be
2
more student driven. The Jenks Public Schools have also created a 600 ft
workspace
dedicated to robotics.

2.4 Team Members
The Prime Movers currently have 21 members. They work on a variety of subteams,
and have various opportunities for leadership,(See Team Management, Section 3.1).
The team is also divided into subteams. The different skills that the students learn on
the team allow them to be better prepared for their coursework in high school as well as
college. In addition, the team places a high emphasis on maintaining passing grades.
Any students falling behind in class are allowed time during meetings to work on
homework.

2.5 Membership
Gender Breakdown
Figure 2A

The Prime Movers currently have 5 females on the team out of 21 members (As seen in
Figure 2A
). This is widely a result of STEM careers being disproportionately geared
towards men. However, the team is actively working toward achieving a more equal
gender breakdown in the future.
To increase the amount of women on the team, The Prime Movers will:
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● Encourage current females on team to attend more outreach
● Attend more summer camps for middle and high school girls
● Get more girls involved in FLL
Grade Breakdown
Figure 2B

Current

Figure 2C
Projected


The Prime Movers intend to expand recruitment program to encourage more
underclassmen to join the team. This year, the Prime Movers consist mostly of junior
students.The team will accomplish this by introducing kids to FIRST at the elementary
schools across the Jenks school district and involving them with FIRST, much like
introducing an instrument or language at an early age. As represented by the
Figure
2C
,
The Prime Movers plan on recruiting more underclassmen than upperclassmen,
making sure there is a constant membership base. One of the team’s goals is to have
the first semester presentations over basic engineering topics taught exclusively by
students to encourage experienced members to teach younger students relevant
engineering principles.
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2.6 Mentorship Breakdown
igure 2D
F
Current Mentorship


Figure 2E
Projected Mentorship

In order to form a wellrounded team, the Prime Movers will diversify the backgrounds of
their mentors as shown in the Projected Mentor Breakdown. Currently, most of the
Prime Mover’s mentors have backgrounds in STEM.
In the future there will be a more inclusive mentor basis so that they will have a greater
collective experience. The team has 7 mentors:
Business Mentors:
● Mr. Broach
Mechanical Mentors:
● Mr. Langley
● Mr. Toryiank
● Mr. Johnson
Electrical/Programming:
● Mr. Chandler
Teachers:
● Mrs. Archireddy
● Mr. Jullien
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3. TEAM MANAGEMENT
3.1 Structure
Figure 3A
Leadership Structure

3.2 Officers
Team Captain
● Liaison between mentor and students
● Oversees day to day operations
● Opens and closes every meeting
● Communicates between subteams
Head of Public Relations
● Plans meetings
● Organizes the schedule
● Oversees use of team social media
● Oversees award submissions, business plan, community events and safety
Chief Engineer
● Oversees the 3 sections of the mechanical team
● Makes sure that the robot is on schedule during the build season
● Streamlines the Brainstorming ideas to optimize robot design
13
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Chief Financial Officer
● Ensures the team has a balanced budget
● Documents all team purchases and sponsorships
● Oversees all sponsor acquisition efforts including grant writing

3.3 Other Leadership
Head of Communications
● Sends team updates, reminders
● Responds to the team email account
● Handles outside correspondence
Safety Captain
● Makes sure that the workspace is safe and clean
● Writes the safety manual
● Fills out the Incident Report Form

3.4 Subteams
The Prime Movers have a total of 4 subteams. These include Programming/Electrical,
CAD, Mechanical, and public relations.
● Programming/Electrical 
focuses on all of the electronics pertaining to the robot.
They design the electrical board which hosts all of the electronic components.
One of their other main focuses is to write the code in Java for the robot to be
connected to the drive station and can be abled to be controlled.
● CAD team
, or Computer Aided Design team, creates the pieces of the robot in a
3D form on the computer on Autodesk Inventor, that is to scale for
manufacturing. After the pieces are created, they are printed out on a 3D printer.
● Mechanical team
covers different aspects of the team. Mechanical works with
the programming and electrical team to make a cohesive and working
competition bot. As well as working on the current season’s field pieces.
● Public Relations
plans meetings and the 1st semester class schedule. They
build relationships with other FRC and FIRST teams. One of their jobs is to draft
emails to parents, mentors, and sponsors. They also write weekly newsletters
during the build season to keeps sponsored updated. As well as keeping the
website updated with important dates, meeting times and current photos of the
team. Another job of Public Relations is to keep social media, twitter and
instagram, up to date.
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4. SWOT Analysis
The Prime Movers have utilized the SWOT system to analyze potential benefits and
problems the team could face. A SWOT analysis is an examination of a team’s
S
trengths, 
W
eaknesses, 
O
pportunities, and 
T
hreats.
The strengths and weaknesses refer to problems the team has control over, and its
internal affairs. While opportunities and threats highlight external factors that may affect
the team.

4.1 Strengths
1. Strong Leadership
Before the 20132014 season, the Prime Movers lacked leadership. Which
proved to be ineffective, at the end of that season the team created a leadership
system. This leadership plan consists of a team captain and with two sub
captains to help organize the team. The two sub captains, the chief engineer and
the head of PR, work with the team captain to make sure the team works
efficiently during build season.
2. Loyal Mentors
The Prime Movers have a group of devoted mentors, who have volunteered their
time over the past 7 years and plan to do so in the future. Most of our mentors
have jobs in STEM fields with their experience in machining robots and a pastime
with FIRST. We also have students that graduate and continue to come back to
help mentor the team. This helps us retain history and lessons that the past
students have learned
3. Workspace
This year, the Prime Movers have graciously been offered a dedicated STEM
workshop by Jenks High School. The workshop includes, a dedicated computer
lab and business room. Along with that, a variety of tools were purchased,
including:
● Metal Lathe
● Band Saw
● Chop Saw
● Grinder
● Electronic Board Test Bench
● Drill Press
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4.2 Weaknesses
1.
Homogeneous Sponsorship
The Prime Mover’s sponsors are primarily in the oil and natural gas industry. This
presents a problem whenever the industry is not doing well. The team plans to
mitigate the risk associated with this by diversifying the team’s sponsor base. We
are currently at the risk of losing our largest sponsor, Williams. They were
recently bought by a larger company. By diversifying the sponsor base of the
Prime Movers, a lose of a sponsor would be less detrimental.
2. Lack of Team History
In 2011, the Prime Movers shifted their location from the University of Tulsa to
Jenks High School because of the retirement of the mentor who was employed at
TU. Our coach and mentor at the time retired and we were forced to move from
TU back to Jenks, losing all of our team history in the process.

4.3 Opportunities
1. Growth
The Prime Movers will continue to expand their membership basis and to reach
more students across the Jenks area. One of the ways they will accomplish this
is by introducing kids in the Jenks district to STEM in the elementary school. For
more information see Future plans in Section 6.1
2. District participation
The Jenks district is large, with a multitude of resources. One of the Prime
Movers goals is to use this resource by creating a FIRST team at every school in
the district. The Team will raise a generation of students who have been involved
with FIRST throughout their whole experience at Jenks.
3. District pride
The Jenks district is very proud of all of its extracurricular activities. Each day
begins with announcements, a portion of which are devoted to recounting events
school teams participated in. By being a part of the Jenk’s district, the Prime
Movers can also be a part of the tradition of excellence and pride that exists in
the school district.

4.4 Threats
1. 
More Outgoing than Incoming Participants
The Prime Movers’ primary threat is losing more members than gaining over a
year. Meaning, that more seniors leave the team than the team gains in
freshman and sophomores. Currently, the Prime Movers consist mostly of
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Juniors which can be seen in the membership section of the team overview in
Section 2.5.
2. Dependence of the unpredictable oil industry
A major portion of the team’s budget is donated by oil and natural gas
companies. With that industry in its current condition, the oil and natural gas
industry is losing money, and the team has lost some of their sponsors because
of this.
3. Loss of Funding
Right now both the education system and the oil industry are losing funding. This
has created an issue, because most of the team's funding is acquired by those
industries.
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5. Team Impact and Outreach
5.1 Connections with other FIRST teams
The Prime Movers:
● Mentored the Moore Elementary FLL team
● Started and the Mentored Grove Elementary FLL
● Started and Mentored 3 FLL teams at Jenks East Elementary
○ Prime Builders Maroon
○ Prime Builders White
○ Prime Builders Silver
● Mentored 2 FLL Teams at Jenks Middle School
● Started Jr. FLL Teams at Jenks East Elementary.
● In the process:
○ creating an FTC team at the Jenks middle school
○ 100% district involvement in FIRST

5.2 FIRST Events
The Prime Movers strive to be involved with as many FIRST related events and
activities as possible. Below is an outline of every event they have hosted or volunteer
within the past year.
● Jenks FLL Scrimmage
○ The Prime Movers hosted a scrimmage for the FLL teams in their local
area
○ This allowed teams to have valuable practice for the upcoming regional
competition
○ A total of 12 FLL teams were in attendance
○ All Prime Movers volunteered at this event
● Jenks FLL Regionals Competition
○ The Prime Movers hosted an FLL regional competition at Jenks High
School
○ A total of 200 people were in attendance
○ 19 FLL team competed and presented projects
○ The Prime movers also hosted a canned food drive at this competition to
support the local food bank
○ Partnered with SWE and NSBE
● FLL State Competition
18
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○ Prime movers have volunteered at the state FLL competition for the past
two years
○ The Prime Movers had 14 total volunteers in attendance this past year
● Other FLL Regionals
○ Prime movers volunteered at two other tulsa area regionals at Union and
Memorial high schools
○ A total of 28 volunteers from the Prime Movers were at these events

5.3 Community Events
The Prime Movers try to attend as many community event as possible in order to make
critical community connection as well as to spread STEM throughout the community.
● Summer Camps
○ Tech Trek
■ A camp for middle school girls interested aimed at fostering their
interest in various STEM fields
■ The Prime Movers presented about FIRST and FRC and brought a
robot to show the campers
■ A Prime Mover also volunteered as a teaching assistant at the
camp
○ Soaring for Success
■ A camp for Jr. High teens across Tulsa to learn about Aerospace
Engineering
■ The Prime Movers presented about FIRST and FRC and brought a
robot to show the campers
○ Jenks Church Camp
■ Summer camp for children ages 6 to 10 years old
○ Children’s Museum of Tulsa
■ Demonstrated the TR1000 to children Ages 612
■ Taught the children how the team built the robot as well as how it
drives
● Makers Faires
○ Tulsa Mini Makers Faire
■ The Prime Movers partnered with the Tulsa Regional STEM
Alliance, the Tulsa Mini Makers Faire is an event for makers all
around the Tulsa area to present and sell their merchandise
■ Our team had a booth at this event and hosted a bridge building
competition to encourage bystanders to interact with the 2015
competition robot while enjoying a fun activity
○ Barnes & Noble Makers Faire
19
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■ Barnes & Noble Makers Faire is a store wide initiative to spread
STEM awareness. Partnered with Lego, XYZ Printing, and
Raspberry Pi, Barnes and Noble also introduced local makers to
come and show off their inventions
■ The robotics team was invited to demonstrate its 2015 competition
robot at this three day event
● Career Day at Williams
○ Six Prime Movers attended the Career Day at Williams
○ The team used this as an opportunity to strengthen its relationship with
their largest sponsor
○ Team members also had the opportunity to shadow reallife engineers and
learn about their futures as potential engineers.
● Williams Donor Party
○ The Prime Movers attended a donor party for their biggest sponsor
Williams
○ The team brought the 2015 competition robot to present to Williams
employees and donors
○ Many William executive were in attendance as was the Jenks Public
Schools Superintendent, Stacey Butterfield
○ The team used this as an opportunity to build a stronger relationship with
their largest sponsor as well as the Jenks school district

5.4 School Events
● Jenks High School Hometown Huddle
○ The Prime Movers had at table at the Jenks High School Hometown
Huddle
○ The Hometown huddle is a community block party in which various clubs
and community causes have information or fundraiser tables
○ The team had an information table accompanied by one of the team’s
robots to introduce The Prime Movers and FIRST to parents, teachers,
and students
● School board meeting
○ The Prime Movers attended a Jenks District School Board meeting to
advocate for the advancement of STEM and FIRST within the school
district
○ As a result of the team’s effort, the Jenks School Districts has drastically
increased funding for STEM and FIRST teams
○ This includes the formation of 5 FLL/FLL jr. teams and the creation of a
districtwide STEM curriculum with the creation of new STEM labs
20
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● Jenks High School End of Year PepRally
○ The Prime Movers brought their tshirt cannon robot to the end of the year
pep rally at Jenks High School where every student is in attendance
○ The team used this opportunity to establish their place in the Jenks culture
○ The team was able to publicized FIRST and FRC throughout the high
school
● Jenks High School Club Day
○ The Prime Movers had a table and their show robot at the Jenks High
School Club Day
○ At Club Day, all clubs have the opportunity to present information about
their club to students
○ The team used this as an opportunity to inform potential members about
FRC
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6. Future Plans
The Prime Movers future plans include a variety of ways to sustain the team over the
next 10 years. The plans are broken up into three separate sections. The Prime Movers
break up their plans into achievable short term goals.

6.1 1-Year Plan
●
●
●
●

Host a summer camp
Create four more FLL teams
Grow the team by at least 3 people
Add two more large
level sponsors


6.2 5-Year Plan
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Junior FLL team at every elementary school
FLL team at every intermediate school
FTC team at the middle school in accordance with our 8th grade initiative
Grow the team to more than 30 people
start an FRC team in a different school district
Strengthen our partnerships with other FIRST teams in the greater Tulsa Area
Create and Host the Tulsa FIRST Summit

Over the next 5 years the Prime Movers will have instituted a FIRST curriculum at every
school in the district. Members from the team will mentor each of these FIRST teams.
To accommodate this commitment, the team will be adding 10 more additional
members. The Tulsa FIRST Summit will consist of the Tulsa area FIRST teams. By
starting with local FRC Teams and growing to include all branches of FIRST. Set up like
a Ted Talk, the Tulsa FIRST Summit will allow older teams to share their experiences in
a presentation. These presentations can then be uploaded to the Internet to be shared
with the global FIRST community.

6.3 10-Year Plan
●
●
●
●
●

Grow the team to 50 members
Have sponsors in every major financial sector
Have an equal number of boys and girls
Win regional Chairmans
Create a FIRST team in each of the surrounding Tulsa school district
22
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7. Team Budget
7.1 Current Sponsorship
Figure 7A
Current Sponsors

The Prime Movers currently have 5 sponsors. Williams provides the largest portion of
team income with a $5,000 grant. Jenks Public Schools, our next biggest sponsor,
sponsored the team by paying for a new robotics room with a complete set of new
machinery and tools. The remaining three sponsors, NDEP, Boeing, and OSDE, gave
cash grants to the team of varying amounts.
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7.2 Budget

The Prime Movers currently allocates 48.5% of the budget to fund supplies for the robot.
Another 41.5% is allocated toward the competition budgets. The remaining 10% of
teams funds is saved for future unforeseen expenses. This portion of the budget is
allocated towards the robot is spent on aluminum. The parts are ordered from
Andymark or Online Metals for the robot. The competition portion of the budget goes
towards giveaways like buttons and tattoos. The Prime Movers always try to save a little
bit in the budget at the end of the year to help start up the team in the fall.
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7.3 Economic Breakdown
Figure 7B
Economic Breakdown of Our Sponsors

Figure 7C
Economic Breakdown of Oklahoma

The Prime Movers want to utilize Oklahoma’s economic diversity to widen our sponsor
base. With a variety of sponsors, our team can become more financially stable. Right
now, our sponsor base is heavily dependent on Oil & Gas companies as well as
government. With the economy being very fragile in energy, it’s vital to have a wider
diversity in sponsors. The Prime Movers wish to grow our sponsor base to be more
representative of Oklahoma’s economic breakdown. In this way, we will be able to
create more financial stability for the future of our team.

7.4 Funding Raising and Sponsorship Goals
These are a list of 1year goals for The Prime Movers to meet in the upcoming year.
● Acquire two level 3 sponsors
25
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● Acquire three level 2 sponsors
● Make over $2,000 with team fundraisers

8. Team Fundraising
8.1 Current Fundraising
SMASH Bash
The Prime Movers hosted a back to school gaming tournament during last year.
The team profited from this event and gave students and community members
alike the chance to enjoy the Jenks Math and Science Building outside of school
hours. The team profited for the low cost associated with the event.
Barnes and Nobles Fundraiser
Barnes and Noble hosted a mini Makers Faire, which the team was invited to go.
The team was donated a small percentage of the revenue generated during the
three day event. Team 31 showcased their 2015 competition robot during the
event and handed out flyers to people across the building.

8.2 Future Fundraising Plans
Booster club
● Create a booster club out of the group of involved parents of Prime Mover
students.
● The Prime Movers Booster Club will help to find funds for the team so that
competition costs on students may be reduced.
Smash Bash
● Continue and expand Smash Bash by hosting two gaming tournaments next
year. One in the fall and one in the spring semester.
● Increase community and student attendance through enhanced publicity.
● Procure prizes well before the event so that they may be publicized.
● Increase profitability of Smash Bash from $200 to $500.
Go Fund Me page
● Start a Go Fund Me page so that community members can easily donate to the
Prime Movers via the internet.
● This will also give the team access to a more diverse range of sponsors.
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Naming Rights to STEM Lab
● 
In the school district naming rights to rooms are routinely sold to raise money for
programs.
Summer Camps
● The Prime Movers intend to use our resources to host camps that we will use as
fundraising opportunities
Letter writing
● Write letters to businesses that could potentially sponsor the team
● See a list of businesses in appendix 11.16
Alumni Program
● Create an Alumni group to keep in touch with all previous members
● 
Help retain a consistent history to see how the team will grow
● Provide and outlet Alumni to stay in touch with the team and with each other
● 
Continue to grow the family
● Alumni in the future will potentially begin to give back to the team

9. Imagery and Branding
9.1 Purpose
The purpose of this section of the business plan is to ensure a stable and strong team
image over time. This section plan shall be maintained by the business and updated
yearly for any changes.

9.2 Theme
The theme of the team is clean, professional, and scientific. All branding decisions
should be made with this in mind.

9.3 Name
The official names of the team are as follows:
FRC Team 31, The Prime Movers
Acceptable nicknames:
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● Team 31
● Prime Movers
● FIRST Team 31
● Jenks Robotics
Unacceptable nicknames:
● Robotics Club
● Trojans
● Trojan Robotics

9.4 Fonts
Primary Header Font:
Our primary header font is size 14 
Ubuntu Bold.H
owever, this may be increased
at the discretion o
f the H
ead of Public Relations.
This font is to be used as the

header and tile for any team documents, and posters.
Body Text Font:
Our body text font is Arial. This font is to be used for any large body of text that is
not a title or header. This font should always be used in size 12.
Accent Font:
Our accent font is 
Courier New Bold
.T
his font may be used sparingly as a
subheading font or in any instance when a third font is needed.

9.5 Colors
These team colors are to be used for any team production. If the exact color is
unavailable then the closest approximation is to be used.
Primary Theme Colors
The primary theme colors should be used in any team production and for any
time of decoration on said productions.
Maroon
Hex Number: #660000
Dark Gray
Hex Number: #434343

Light Gray
Hex Number: #999999
Secondary Accenting Colors
These colors are to be used sparingly that the primary theme colors and are only
used to improve aesthetic appeal but should never be a major color.
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Medium Gray

Hex Number: #666666
White
Hex Number: #ffffff
Black*This color should be used for all body text*
Hex Number: #000000

9.6 Logo
The primary logo of the team pictures a triangle which is a paragon of the basics of
science, math, and engineering. The triangle is accompanied by the number “31” in
Ubuntu font to represent the team.

9.7 Apparel Guidelines
Shirts are to only be one of the primary theme colors with the accompanying logo.
Sponsors are to be printed in monochrome on the back of the shirt in the primary theme
color that best stands out against the chosen shirt color
.

9.8 Sponsor Recognition
Sponsors are to be recognized on most team operations. Sponsors should be
recognized on the back of tshirts in monochrome. They should be recognized in the pit
and on the robot in full color logos.

9.9 General Attire
Attire for the team is composed of any shirt, long pants of a thick material, and
closetoed shoes. School dress code also applies to this. Shorts and opentoed shoes
of any kind are not permissible. Com
petition attire is the same along with the team

shirt and polo.

9.10 Branding Changes
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Any major branding changes may only occur with the authorization of the Vice President
of PR and President or a unanimous vote of the business subteam. Any changes
should also be noted in the annual report and updated in this branding section of the
business plan. Small changes are left to the discretion of the Vice President of PR.

10. Publicity
10.1 Website
Website URL: 
www.thethirtyfirst.org
The website serves as a reference point for information to members, current sponsors,
and potential sponsors alike. The team’s members are able to look to the website for
team and scheduling updates. Sponsors and potential sponsors are able to look on the
website for updates on the Prime Movers progress in build season and community
accomplishments. The website should be updated regularly by the PR team to reflect
the team’s most recent accomplishments.

10.2 Email/Google Drive
Address: 
primemovers31@gmail.com
The team has a google account which is used to send out any official meetings to
parents, sponsors, and businesses. This is the primary mode of communication
between the team and parents. Google drive is also used to save all team files from
year to year.

10.3 Instagram
Handle: 
@primemovers31
The team’s instagram account is updated by the PR team with photos of team progress
throughout the year. The account is used to connect with other FRC teams and
community members.

10.4 Twitter
Handle: 
@FRCTeam31
The team’s twitter account is used to connect to other FRC teams. The account follows
any FRC team also on twitter to stay updated with other’s progress and
accomplishments. Likewise, the account is regularly updated by the PR team with the
Prime Mover’s progress and accomplishments.
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10.5 Hashtags
Hashtags: #FIRSTinOk #FRCsince93
The Prime Movers are to use these hashtags with each of their Instagram and Twitter
posts

10.6 School Posters
The Prime Movers will make posters to be distributed around Jenks High School to
raise awareness of the team and to enhance member recruitment. All poster boards
made must use the fonts and colors consistent with the branding guide.

10.7 T-Shirt Cannon Robot
The Prime Movers have constructed a tshirt cannon robot robot for publicity purposes
and community events. This robot is more entertaining for large crowds as it can shoot
team or school tshirts into the audience. This robot is to be used for community events.

11. Appendices
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Student 
Registration Form

Student Info:
Name (First and Last):
Grade:
Phone Number:
Birthday:
Shirt Size:
Parent Info 1
Name:
Phone:
Email:
Parent 2 Info (optional)
Name:
Phone:
Email:
Previous Technical Experience:

Area of Interest:

What other clubs and activities are you involved in?

What are you looking forward to this year?
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End of Year Survey
If you could change one thing about this year, what would it be?

What was your favorite part of the season?

What was the most valuable thing that you have learned this year in robotics.

On a scale 1 to 10, what would you rate these aspects of the robotics team and why?
Cohesiveness:
Organization:
Kansas City Regional:
Oklahoma City Regional:
Food:
Volunteering Requirements:
FLL Competition/Participation:

Final Comments:
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Prime Movers Team 31
Jenks Public Schools
205 East B St.
Jenks Ok 74037

Hello Team # !
Welcome to your first FIRST Robotics Competition! We are Team 31 from Jenks,
Oklahoma and have been taking part in the First Robotics Competition for 23 years. We
noticed that this is your first year at competition and we are thrilled that you are
participating in the First Robotics Competition and enthusiastic about your new addition
to the competition! Please do not hesitate to ask for any help and we will try our best to
be of any assistance to you; just look for the dashingly handsome ones in the gray
baseball tees on the corner by the judging station in the maroon and gray pit. Email us
at (
primemovers31@gmail.com
) if you have any comments, questions or concerns and
we will get back to you ASAP! Please feel free to just come by talk to us, ask questions,
talk about concerns, or to just say “Hey”! We are always up for a good chat! Good luck
and happy games!
Team 31
Prime Movers
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Hello Team # !
Welcome to the FIRST Robotics Competition! We are Team 31 from Jenks,
Oklahoma and have been taking part in the First Robotics Competition for 23 years. We
are thrilled that you are participating in the First Robotics Competition and enthusiastic
about your new addition to the competition! Please do not hesitate to ask for any help
and we will try our best to be of any assistance to you; just look for the dashingly
handsome ones in the gray baseball tees on the corner by the judging station in the
maroon and gray pit. Email us at (
primemovers31@gmail.com
) if you have any
comments, questions or concerns and we will get back to you ASAP! Please feel free to
just come by talk to us, ask questions, talk about concerns, or to just say “Hey”! We are
always up for a good chat! Good luck and happy games!
Team 31
Prime Movers
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Dear (business name),
We are The Prime Movers, FRC Team 31. We are a robotics team from Jenks
High School. Every January we embark on a six week journey in which we construct a
robot from scratch to play a unique game each year. After our six week time limit is up,
we have to seal away our robot until our regional competition. Throughout this process,
our team members learn many different skills. They learn the electrical and mechanical
engineering skills need to build a robot, and they learn the business skills needed to
handle the team budget while marketing our team.
To do all of this requires a large amount of funds. In order to offset these costs,
we are throwing the Smash Bash. The Smash Bash is a video game tournament the our
team is hosting in the Jenks High School planetarium. To raise money for our team, we
are charging an admittance fee into the tournament. To encourage people to
participate, we will be offering prizes for first, second, and third place. This is where we
need your help. We are requesting a gift card from your business to be one of these
prizes. We need your help to make our fundraiser successful so that we have the
necessary funds to be successful during build season. Donations from businesses like
yours are what sustain our team. Please consider supporting us with your sponsorship.
For questions please contact us at 
primemovers31@gmail.com
.
Thank you for your team,
The Prime Movers
FRC Team 31
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Dear Sponsors,
Thank you for spending the time to get to know our program and furthermore for
choosing to allocate funds to us. The Prime Movers has spent time engaging itself with
the community and your support will go to further this goal. We have spent time to grow
our program with donations and other support you have graciously offered to us. Over
the years we have grown the team with support given by donors like you. Using your
funds we purchased materials that have helped us to succeed during the 2015-2016
year. We have been able to grow through your generosity.
The Prime Movers have been an FRC team since 1993, and has continued to
grow due to support from others. We plan to use your funds to buy a replacement drill
press. This unfortunate accident occurred due to a manufacturing error, and we have
been unable to finance a replacement until now. Another thing we wish to procure with
your money is to help pay for us to go to our regionals this year.
The Prime Movers goes to two regionals every year, after going through a six
week build process. During that time the team manufactures a 100lb robot while a
subsection of the team writes a business plan and various awards to be presented at
the regionals. This year, the game Stronghold involves designing a robot to cross
various defenses and to throw boulders at an enemy structure.
Thank you for your time,
The Prime Movers, Team 31
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Attendance Sign In Sheet
Date

Name

Time In

Time Out

Total Hours
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Incident Report Form
Date:
Time:
Location:
Incident:
Action Taken?

WITNESS
Name
What happened? (In witness’s words)

INJURED
Name
What Happened? (In the injured words)

Name

Initials

Injured
Witness
Reporter
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Dear (Company/Person Name),
We cordially invite you to The Prime Movers’ spring open house. On March 7,
2016 we will be hosting an open house for all our our donors and supporters. 
The event
will be located on the third floor of the Jenks High School Math and Science Building.
This is the best opportunity for you to see what we have been working for our
competition.
Every year in January, we learn about the game for that year. Then we have six
weeks to build a robot completely from scratch. After our six week time limit is up, we
have to seal away our robot until our regional competition. Throughout this process, our
team members learn many different skills. They learn the electrical and mechanical
engineering skills need to build a robot, and they learn the business skills needed to
handle the team budget while marketing our team.
Earlier this year, in January, we attended our annual “kick off” where we learned
about this year’s game entitled Stronghold. That day marked the beginning of our build
season. Build season is a tireless, six week, intensive journey where our team builds a
robot completely from scratch. On March 9th we will be going to our first competition
where our robot will have to overcome multiple obstacles called “defenses” and shoot
foam balls or “boulders” into the opposing alliance’s goal or “castle”. Please join us and
see what we have been working so hard on. If you have questions please contact
primemovers31@gmail.com.
See you soon,
The Prime Movers
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List of Current and Possible Sponsors
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Andrew M.

GPA: 
3.7 Unweighted
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:

The competition year of 2016 will be my second year as a member of the Jenks
High School robotics team and my first year as an officer. Last year I was the
previous chief engineers right hand man. I picked up many valuable skills and
decided to run as the Chief Engineer this year.
I have done completed the 2 year Project Lead the Way program, taking both
Principles of Engineering and Intro to Engineering design. I can also do basic
programming, (mainly C++ but also some Java).
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:

I have participated in many volunteering activities, starting when my older sister
drew me toward helping the community.
First Lego League Competition
● I volunteered helping to prepare for the competitions and inspiring them
to build better machines. On competition day I was chosen to be a robot
judge’ examining the robots that the 4th to 8th grade kids made.
Hours 44
Feeding the needy
● Everyday I can, when free on days such as breaks, I go to Guts Church
distribution center to help process food to give away every Friday.
Hours  over 280 hrs
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS:

Head of Mechanics
2015Present

Jenks Robotics (FRC Team 31,The Prime Movers)
● I was elected to be the head engineer after my first year on the team and
have worked hard to live up to the expectations set for me. Over the year
I have gotten experience in leading teams.
GOALS:

My heart is set toward nanotechnology. I want to go to MIT in order to get a
degree in the field. However, I am aware that the admission rates are low for the
school and so my backup option is to go to University of Oklahoma .
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Benjamin I.

GPA: 3.1
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:

I have been on the robotics team since my freshman year. I have learned a lot
over the past 2 years. Currently I work mainly on the frame of the robot as well
as the electrical board. I really love the hands on aspect of building robots.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:

Smash Bash
● A video game competition fundraiser for the robotics team. I
helped stage teams and get them to their match on time.
Hours: 10
FLL Regionals
● I volunteered at both the Jenks High School FLL regional and the
Memorial regional helping stage teams and judge their team
building skills.
Hours: 10
Tulsa Mini Maker’s Faire
● Helped showcase our robot at the Tulsa Mini Maker Faire where
local STEM groups showcased their projects to the community.
Hours: 12
FLL State
●

I volunteered at the FLL State competition at Memorial Public
Schools. Here I helped the event run smoothly and made sure
each kid was where they were supposed to be.
Hours: 8
Church Day Camp
● Helping 1st and 2nd graders
Hours: 32

GOALS:

After I graduate for Jenks High School I would like to go to Oklahoma State
University and get a degree in Biomedical or Mechanical engineering and invent
the first robotic appendage that acts and moves just like normal human arm.
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Chris B.

GPA: 
3.0
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
As a boy scout I gained a lot of experience with the design process when I
competed in the Pinewood Derby. I also attended a Lego Robotics Camp at
Holland Hall. This has helped me develop basic robotics skills as well as helped
me connect with the Prime Movers. With this FRC team I have worked on the
Mechanical team. I helped build the frame and the electrical board.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
Boy Scouts of America
● Boy Scouts Popcorn Sales
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS:
Leader of Boy Scout
Boy Scouts of America

20112014

GOALS:
I would like to be the head programmer for the team by the time I graduate. I
will graduate from Jenks High School in 2019. I hope to attend either the University of
Oklahoma or Oklahoma State University and received a degree in engineering.
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Christopher C.

GPA: 
4.34 Weighted
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
Throughout my four years in robotics I have had experience in just about every
area. From electrical to programing to mechanical, Robotics has given me the
chance to explore many different areas of engineering and technology. My
sophomore year, I served the team as safety captain. I am currently a member of
the Public Relations subteam.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
Pet Adoption League & Animal Rescue Foundation
● Help walk, clean up after, and take care of homeless dogs. I also showed
dogs to families looking to adopt.
Hours: 75
FIRST LEGO LEAGUE
● Mentored 3rd through 4th graders. Taught them how to create projects
and build a robot out of legos.
Hours: 25
Key Club
● Helped with various community events and fundraisers including the
Jenks Community food bank, the Children’s Miracle Network, Bridges
Foundation, and many others.
Hours: 100
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS:
Vice President of Communications
2015Present
Freshman Student Council
● Write and run announcements and handle all communications to
members
President
2015Present
Jenks Key Club
● Conduct meetings of over 300 members monthly, board member
meetings bimonthly, and officer meetings weekly. Coordinate and plan
several community service projects throughout the year.
GOALS:
I intend on earning a degree in chemical engineering at Stanford University. I
would like to spend my free time volunteering at an organization like ASPCA.
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Eduarda S.

GPA: 
3.766
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
I was part of the FLL team Strong Warriors during middle school; everyone took
part in all aspects of the project. I’ve taken science classes every school year
without exception since middle school, including AP classes. I’ve also taken
computer science classes for the last 3 years, including AP Computer Science A
this year. Last year I received the school Award of Excellence for preAP
computer science independent studies and the previous year I scored an A* on
the GCSE Computer Science exam.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
Costa Rica Humanitarian Trip
● 1 week trip to Costa Rica to work with the underprivileged people in the
area.
Hours: 40
Donations
● Gathered food, money, and other objects for underprivileged children
Hours: 5
Various FLL Events
● Volunteered as a judge at FLL events at Memorial Public School, Union
Public Schools and Jenks Public Schools.
Hours: 37
GOALS:
I plan to attend college in France and major in Biomedical engineering, so as to
work with genetics engineering and equipment development. Alternatively, I
plan to attend the University of Chicago for a major in Computer Science. This
year, I plan to be part of the programming/electrical team in Team 31, which will
provide me with valuable experience that will help me when working towards
my major.
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Jack B.

GPA: 
3.83
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
I have made many lego mindstorms project as a child, I have grown up with a set
of thinking that is benefiting me today in robotics. My father is an engineer and I
have learned a lot from him and his company. I have made strides to form a FTC
team at the middle school.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
Operation TV
● I have put forth a full budget plan for a new class to be offered at jenks
High School. It is a student led TV Production class that also enters into
competitions nationwide. The program would have the latest equipment
in TV, along with all the necessary software. The program would be
called T.B S. or Trojan Broadcasting System. I was the Executive Producer
of the program at the Middle School where I got my passion for TV
Production.
Hours 300+
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS:
Executive Producer
2015
Trojan Broadcasting Channel
● I was the executive producer of the class, I managed time, along with the
entire production of the broadcast from start to finish.
GOALS:
My goals are to start the TV Production class i've been working on getting at the
High School since 8th grade. I plan on also continuing on my film path and major
in TV Production with a minor in Chinese. I want to go to Boston University for
college and try to go to business and marketing classes as well. I want to become
more involved with Jenks Robotics team 31 in and out of the school.
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John G.

GPA: 
4.0 Unweighted
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
I have been on team 31 for a semester and am pleased to say I have thoroughly
enjoyed my time with them. One specific memory that stuck with me is, during
one of my first meetings I found out we would be moving equipment into our
new room. While working with them to move the various equipment and
materials I got to know some of the members and made some good friends.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
Projects
 Smash Bash, FLL mentoring, FLL regional at Jenks high school, FLL
regional at Union, and the State championship at Memorial high school.
● Smash bash 
 a team run fundraiser to raise funds for local STEM
organizations, and I spent a total of 10 hours on that event.
● FLL mentoring 
along with a few other students on the team, we assisted
approximately 30 students ranging between 3rd and 5th grade for over
70 hours
● FLL regionals
at Jenks high school and Union At the Jenks Regional  I was
a referee and judged Junior FLL for approximately 16 hours.
● FLL State Championship
 I was a referee at that event for 8 hours.
● FLL scrimmage 
An event before the actual FLL Jenks regional where
teams had an opportunity to run their programs in a professional setting
and have an attempt to play against other teams and learn how the
scoring works.
GOALS:
One of my goals is to attend a good university such as, MIT or Stanford. I would
prefer to major in aerospace engineering if possible. This year on the robotics
team I want to join the public relations team to help them complete our business
plan and Chairman’s Award.
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Kathryn K.

GPA: 
3.157 Unweighted
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
This is my second year in FIRST robotics. This year I will be working on
Chairman’s and the Business plan for Team 31. Having someone an engineer can
relay their ideas to is vital so they can have investors look at their ideas or even
to have someone help market their invention to the public.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
STEM Summer Camps & Discovery Lab Tulsa
● Taught Elementary/Middle School students the fundamentals of robotics
while showing off our creations. Hours: 7
Tulsa Maker’s Faire & Barnes and Nobles Maker’s Faire
● Showed off the robot and answered questions about the program and
our robot. Hours: 7
FLL & Jr. FLL Mentoring
● Helped the FLL and JR. FLL students create their projects by showing
them different ways to find information as well as create a project that is
easy to read. I also helped them figure out what type of recycling was
most important to them. Hours: 7
Jr. FLL Project Judge
● At Oklahoma FLL & Jr. FLL State competition I was a Jr. FLL project judge. I
went around and looked at their projects and gave them positive
feedback for next year’s competition. Hours: 7
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS:
Vice President
2016Present
BBYO
Treasurer
20152016
BBYO
Treasurer
20142015
Jenks German Club
Vice President
20142015
Jenks Jewish & Cultural Club
GOALS:
My goal is to get a Masters in Business law. I would like to start off doing my
undergrad at OSU by majoring in Business, then transferring to either the
University of Tulsa, Vanderbilt, or Harvard.
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Kenny H.

GPA: 
3.61
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
This is my 3rd year on the Robotics team. I’ve taken Intro to Engineering and
Design (IED) in freshman year, I’ve taken Processes of Engineering (POE) in
sophomore year, and I was a Project Judge at Oklahoma’s FLL state competition.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
FLL State
● I was a Project Judge at the Oklahoma FLL State Regional that was
hosted by Memorial High School Team 932 the Circuit Chargers.
Hours: 11.5
Smash Bash
● Team hosted a Super Smash Bros for Wii U tournament in our Math and
Science.
Hours: 10
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS:
FLL State
● I was a Project Judge at the Oklahoma FLL State Regional that was
hosted by Memorial High School Team 932 the Circuit Chargers.
Hours: 11.5
GOALS:
I would like to go to OSU and get a degree in mechanical engineering. I am part
of the CAD team on the Robotics team and hope to become the Head of CAD by
the end of next year.
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Lily T.

GPA: 
3.6
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
I’m in IED (Intro to Engineering), but other than that this is my first year in
robotics. I have always been interested in robotics though but have never really
had the chance to be in a program like this.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
FLL Regional/State
● Help with project and core value judging, reffing/score keeping, and help
with setting up/cleaning up
Hours: 40
Feeding the Homeless
● cook and prepare dinner for people in the homeless shelter and serve it.
My church’s youth group that I am apart of does this the third Sunday of
every month. Then, on the first Saturday of each month I go to Iron Gate
with members of my church and we serve meals.
Hours: 5 hours each session
Thanksgiving Drive
● Every year at my church we host a Thanksgiving drive where we spend
months collecting different food items for two to three hundred families
throughout Tulsa and surrounding areas. We then box or bag all of the
food for when the families come and we give them a turkey and a pie as
well.
Hours: 5 hours each session
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS:
School Service Officer
2014
National Junior Honor Society
GOALS:
Some of my goals are to learn new skills, do better in school and continue
working on my music. I want to attend University of Colorado Denver or Duke.
For the longest time I wanted to be a neurologist, but recently I have been
looking into biomedical engineering. This year on the robotics team I want to get
experience with all the things that take place.
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Matt Y.
GPA: 
2.5
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
This is my first year being apart of FIRST robotics. Since I have joined the Prime
Movers, i’ve experienced lessons in programming, wiring sample circuits, CAD
design, and publications.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
Jr. FLL & FLL State
● For the Jenks FLL regional, I was a project judge, My job was judging how
well a team's project is and how they came up with it. During the FLL
state competition at Memorial, I was an Team Building judge. Here my
job was judging how well a team worked together during their given
task.
Hours: 16
GOALS:
This year my goal is to get a hands on experience, learning about the field of
Robotics and how it’s important to everyday life. I really want this knowledge
because I hope to one day to work with a job that requires robotic engineering. I
hope to go the University of Oklahoma and receive a degree in
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Michael B.

GPA: 
3.62
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
I have had 2 previous full years of FIRST robotics, in which the first year I helped
mostly with mechanical, and the second year I helped with mechanical and was
also the main robot driver for the team. I have also helped other members of the
team with programming, cad, and business as necessary.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
Tulsa Mini Maker’s Faire
● Team robotics showcase at a local STEM showcase in the Tulsa area.
Hours: 10
Smash Bash
● Video Game tournament fundraiser for the Jenks
Hours: 10
FIRST Lego League
● Scrimmage, Regional Qualifier, and State
Hours: 24
GOALS:
I would like to attend ORU because the rest of my family also went there, but I
might go to another college instead. I would like to major in electronics and
programming and perhaps minor in something else such as graphics design. This
year on robotics, I will be mainly focusing on the mechanics of the robot, but also
helping with programming, CAD, and electronics as necessary. I will probably not
be the driver this year, but I’m willing to do it if necessary.
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Nancy Z.

GPA: 
4.4 Weighted
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
I have been a part of the team for 4 years  every year in high school and I have
primarily been involved with the programming and wiring. I know Java and can
use most common IDEs such as Netbeans and Eclipse. In addition, I have an
Arduino Uno at home that I use as a hobbyist electronics project.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
FLL/ Jr. FLL
● Scorekeeper for Jenks Regional and helped teams get to places in the
Memorial State
Hours: 20
Smash Bash
● Video Game tournament fundraiser.
Hours: 5
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS:
Head of Programming
2014Present
FIRST Robotics Team 31
Sunday School Teacher
Church

2012Present

GOALS:
I’m going to continue with programming this year on the team. After I graduate,
I’m going to attend Carnegie Mellon with a degree in computer science.
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Nick A.

GPA: 
2.7
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
I’ve been a member of FIRST Team 31 since my freshman year, and I’ve worked
on 2 robots prior to this year. I worked on the frame for the first robot, and I did
miscellaneous work on the second. I’ve also attended the last two FIRST
Oklahoma Regionals. This year I made sure that the teams knew about the
weekly updates
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
Smash Bash
● Helped to organize, promote, assist during the event, and cleaned up
afterward.
Hours: 4
FLL Scrimmage
● Helped to organize.
Hours: 6
Barnes & Noble Maker’s Faire
● Promoted Team
Hours: 2
GOALS:
I don’t yet have my sights set on any specific college, and I’m actually torn
between majoring in art and technology. I love to sketch and make ceramics, but
I know for a fact that tech majors have higher paying jobs.
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Palmer T.

GPA: 
3.45
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
From the 3rd grade to the 10th grade I have attended strictly STEM oriented
schools. I have been active in FIRST since 6th grade competing in FLL, FTC, and
FRC. This is my 3rd year on an FRC team. I started out in Ubotics (Union High
School Team) and transferred to Jenks High School this summer and joined Team
31, The Prime Movers.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
FIRST LEGO LEAGUE
● I have helped FLL teams by volunteering and putting on summer camps. I
have also helped start a few FLL teams as well as mentoring 4 teams.
Hours: 200+ a year
FIRST LEGO LEAGUE
● Volunteered as mentor for FTC teams
Hours: 20
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS:
Safety Captain
2015Present
FIRST Robotics Team 31
Team Captain
FIRST Robotics Team 3507
Team Captain
Power Racing Series

20142015

2014Present

GOALS:
I want to attend college to obtain a degree in robotics engineering or
mechatronics engineering. I would like to attend MIT, OSU, or Colorado School of
Mines. I would like to become an entrepreneur and start my own engineering
firm.
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Reed T.

GPA: 
3.58
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
I’ve created robotics systems in the past but not affiliated with the FIRST
organization, and this has resulted in me having experience with
microcontrollers and microprocessors such as Arduino and Raspberry Pi. I am
confident in my abilities to design electrical systems that may or may not
implement digital logic and control by means of software or physical electronics.
Although I tend to stick with electrical and programming I can do some basic CAD
as well as basic structural or mechanical design.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
FIRST Lego League
● I have volunteered 20 hours with the First Lego League, during which I
assisted in programming design and robotic systems development.
During the competition I had the position of robot judge in which I
observed the robot’s movement, programming design, and its
mechanisms and scored it accordingly.
Hours: 27
GOALS:
My goal is to double major in electronics engineering and computer science. I
have the intention to work in those fields after obtaining my degrees, such as
with NVidia, AMD, Intel, Google, Microsoft or similar. My top two colleges at the
moment are Brown and MIT as they have excellent programs for both of those
majors. I plan on focusing on programming and electrical for the robotics team.

Derp
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Samantha L.

GPA: 
3.73
ROBOTICS
EXPERIENCE:
I have been a part of the robotics team since sophomore year working with the
PR team. My sophomore year I was in charge of creating the Bill of Materials. My
junior year I was nominated for the Dean's list awards as well as being in charge
of all of the award team submissions. This year I am head of the Public Relations
team, managing all of the award submission, communications and team
branding.
VOLUNTEERING
PROJECTS:
Key Club
● Helping my school and community through various volunteering events
Hours: 300
Church
● Helping various groups through my church
Hours: 150
Misc
● Volunteer projects through FRC Team 31
Hours: 100
LEADERSHIP
POSITIONS:
Treasurer and Board Member
20132015
Key Club
Head of PR
FRC Team 31

2014Present

CoPresident
Trojan Linked

20152016

GOALS:
In May of 2016 I will be graduating Jenks High School. After that I plan to
attend the University of Oklahoma majoring in biomedical engineering with a
focus on spanish.
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Terrell H.

GPA: 
2.5 Unweighted
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE:
I have been on this team for 3 years working with the robot. I was on the
Engineering Hunger Games sophomore year. I also go to Tulsa Tech for
preengineering.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS:
FLL Regionals
● Judging, Queuing, and reffing FLL teams.
Hours: 24
Smash Bash
● Tournament Director for the team fundraiser “Back to Class SMASH Bash”
Hours: 8
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS:
Tournament Director
● Designed the tournament schedule for the team fundraiser “Back to Class
SMASH Bash”. I organized the entire video game section of the
tournament that lasted 8 hours.
GOALS:
My goals are to design a successful video game. I would like to attend MIT or any
Ivy League. I plan to major in Computer Engineering or another . This year on the
robotics teams I would like to help my team become the best team we can be
while supporting other teams.
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